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Cars are a style statement as well as a status symbol. It goes without saying that driving a swanky
car around the town can surely raise eyebrows. Buying the latest cars is hence one of the top
priorities for the car lovers. Here are some exciting new cars to watch out for in 2012.

â€¢	Tata Safari Storme: Tata Motors has always been the symbol of quality and stability and the new
Safari Storme is another gem from this Indian automobile pioneer. On the whole, it is similar to its
predecessor but it has got facelifts that makes the Storme truly splendid. The most prominent of
them is the 2.2 liter engine, which delivers more than ever before, along with newly designed hoods,
front grilles and headlamps, all within 7-11 lacs.

â€¢	Ford Focus: The house of Ford has always been famous for churning out real beauties when it
comes to cars and the Focus is the latest in line. It has already been released in Europe, but the
new line sports a whole new look with a sportier edge. You can expect the best of technology both
in and outside the car, whether it is the gadget friendly interior or the well crafted exterior.

â€¢	Renault Duster: Those who have been trying to get an SUV within their budget will be soon able to
lay their hands on one with this winner from the Renault stable. It is one of the cheapest, with prices
within INR 7 lacs. It is great for the Indian roads and perfect for long drives on a rough terrain. It will
be available in both petrol and diesel versions and has rugged good looks to die for!

â€¢	Maruti Suzuki Dzire CS: Maruti was the pioneer of small cars in India. And the new Dzire CS will
surely make waves for its funky looks and sporty styles. It is expected to generate special interest
among the youngsters because of this as well as for its lower price tag. It is less than 4m in length,
and will be available in both 1.2L petrol and 1.3L multi-jet diesel engines. Compared to the previous
hatchbacks, the sales for the Dzire are expected to be higher.

If you were planning to buy a car recently, then checking out these upcoming cars will be worth a
try. Anyone of them will be a splendid addition to your garage.
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